Bellevue Grand Connection
Segment 2 & I-405

If you liked it then you should’ve put a *lid* on it…
Creating Connections in Bellevue

**Overall Challenges:**

- Mega-Blocks
- Not pedestrian friendly
- Bellevue Way is a Barrier
- Lack of Public/Civic Space
- Chaotic Place
- Limited amenities for expanding users
- One city divided by I-405
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Commerce and Culture Meet

Challenges
- Pedestrians and Automotive are in conflict
- Chaotic travel experience
- No cohesive identity
- No Public gathering space

Opportunities
- Create central civic gathering space
- Separate car from pedestrian
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Allows for direct vehicle access without pedestrian conflict
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Bridging the Tracks
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Challenges:
Impenetrable traffic & topography

Opportunities:

Transportation
Join pedestrian, bike, bus, + transit

Lid
Solve traffic and topography

Activation
Art, play, + services for users

Bike/pedestrians
Clear + continuous pathway
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